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Henchman GWF Tripod Ladders 1 X Adjustable Leg
Specifications
- Brand: Henchman
- Warranty: 1-year
- Max Load: 100kg
- Standard: N/A
- Material: Aluminium
- Commodity Code: 76169990
- Country of Origin: CN
- Recommended Usage: Regular

Common Dimensions
- Tread Depth: 80mm
- Distance Between Treads: 275mm
- Storage Depth: 150mm
- Top Platform Tread (LxW): 345 x 185mm

Availability & Delivery
Non-stock item. Delivery up to 7 days.
(See exceptions, if applicable, overleaf)

[Representative image of product]

Product Description
Three is the magic number! Provided you can get your Tripod Ladder to stand up, it is impossible for all three feet not to be in firm
contact with the ground, no matter how uneven your garden is. And because of the wide triangular footprint that the splayed legs
create you are almost certain to remain within it and therefore prevent wobbling. All of our Tripod Ladders come with a wide
"Platform" step from which to work which safely supports the whole foot leaving the top 3ft of the ladder to lean against. It also
allows you to tuck your knees in, increasing your stability and brace yourself against the inside of the verticals. The result is a
remarkably comfortable, safe and secure stance from which to work on almost any type of garden terrain. The feet are also designed
specifically for soft ground and greatly reduce the risk of slipping or sinking. Their width spreads the weight and inverted cup design
"grips" the ground. For slippery surfaces, they can be fitted with optional rubber shoes which also work well to protect flooring when
used inside. Having just three legs also allows for greater access in difficult areas which is why they are ideal for fruit picking and
topiary work as well as pruning and light hedge trimming. By rotating the base the "Semi - 1 leg Adjustable" version can handle most
gentle slopes. With an adjustability of 18" (46cm) on the back leg, the "Platform" of the ladder can then be levelled. The whole
ladder is aluminium and therefore surprisingly lightweight. This makes carrying, transporting and storing, a job for one person and
makes using it the simplest of chores.

Features
- Adjustable back leg for level and stable steps on moderately uneven or sloping terrain.
- Uniquely, all Henchman Tripods include the 7 inch deep Platform rung for safety and comfort
- Tuck your legs in, gain added support against your thighs, without hitting shins on rung above
- Top rail for one-handed support whilst working; or for leaning against whilst using both hands
- Wide, clawed feet are designed to 'grab' soft ground and so prevent slipping or sudden sinking
- The 3-leg 'milking stool' principle makes it impossible to wobble and extremely difficult to topple
- Narrow top and third leg for access to tight awkward spaces
- Top rung is designed for tools, for your safety please do not stand on this tread
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Henchman GWF Tripod Ladders 1 X Adjustable Leg
Product Dimensions
SKU

Treads²

Approx.
Working
Height¹
(mm)

Platform Height
(mm)

Closed Height (mm)

Width (mm)

Open Depth (mm)

Nett Weight (kg)

1274-130

3

2500

900

1800

800

1300

6.0

1274-131

5

3100

1500

2500

1300

1500

8.0

1274-132

7

3700

2100

3100

1500

1900

10.0

1274-133

9

4300

2700

3600

1500

2200

12.0

¹ Working height is calculated as 1,600mm plus platform height or last climbing tread, whichever is appropriate. Ladders set at an angle of 75° degrees.
² Treads includes top platform step/top cap tool tray tread

Shipping Dimensions
SKU

Barcode

Shipping
Length (mm)

Shipping Width
(mm)

Shipping Depth (mm)

Shipping Volume
(m³)

Gross Weight (kg)

1274-130

5060356912070

1800

800

150

0.216

6.0

1274-131

5060356912087

2500

1300

150

0.488

8.0

1274-132

5060356912094

3100

1500

150

0.698

10.0

1274-133

5060356912100

3600

1500

150

0.81

12.0

Packaging Material: Cardboard Sleeve & Poly Wrap
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